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A titanic battle is ensuing between Elliott Associates,

board to halt the merger on grounds of “unfairness” to

a pioneer of “vulture fund” or more commonly known

minority shareholders and “unlawfulness” of the merger

as an “activist hedge fund”, and Samsung Group,

decision, and is attempting to persuade foreign and

Korea’s biggest chaebol which owns the world’s largest

domestic investors to take its side. Samsung for its part is

electronics company, Samsung Electronics. On June

trying to gain support for the merger by emphasizing the

4, 2015, Elliott suddenly raised its stake of Samsung

transaction as desirable and lawful ahead of a vote in a

Construction & Trading Corp. (Samsung C&T)

shareholder meeting scheduled on July 17, 2015.

to 7.12% to emerge as the company’s third largest

The dispute between Elliott and Samsung has

shareholder. Since then Elliott has been leading the

attracted global attention because the proposed merger

opposition to a proposed merger between the company

is geared to completing the third-generation succession

and Cheil Industries. Elliott is suing the Samsung C&T

of management to Vice Chairman Lee Jae-Yong, by

creating a ‘new Samsung C&T,’ which will become

holdout scheme even to the U.S government’s efforts at

the de facto holding company of Samsung Group. The

reviving General Motors during the Global Financial

Elliott-Samsung dispute is also the first attempt by a

Crisis of 2008-9 (Sections 3). Elliott is certainly

foreign ‘activist fund’ to intervene in key management

an extreme case of activist funds which stand on a

decisions at Korea’s largest chaebol (family-controlled

broad spectrum of shareholder actions. But there is

business groups) to realize their own profits. The

a common behavior of activist funds. They exploit

dispute thus raises the issue of how other Korean firms

populism for profits and ‘minority shareholders’ right’

can prepare for such disputes in the future, and how

is their mantra to gain public support. This paper

the government and institutional investors should react

analyzes how the populism-for-profit tactics were

to “actions” by such activist funds.

employed in the PSAM-Vivendi dispute and also in the

This paper begins by examining the controversy over

Elliott-Samsung dispute (Section 4).

the “fairness” of the stock swap ratio between the two

The paper then examines differing interests among

companies. It argues that the controversy boils down

parties involved in the dispute. In order to fathom the

to determining “who is manipulating the market”. If

outcome of this dispute, we not only need to consider

one assumes that the stock market functions efficiently,

their own self-interests but also constraints from the

which is the basis of the Korean financial regulations

national interest aspect. This is primarily because

governing mergers and acquisitions (M&As), it is

Korea’s National Pension Service, currently the fourth-

difficult to say the share price of a company can be

largest pension fund in the world, is Samsung C&T’s

“undervalued” for an extended period of time. If one

second largest shareholder, owning about 10% of the

claims so, it is tantamount to alleging that somebody

company’s stock, and is going to make its decision

is manipulating the share price. In the same vein, if

on the vote by taking national interest into account.

an activist fund argues that it can resolve the situation

There is also room that domestic institutional investors

of “undervaluation” through its action, it is nothing

will consider national interest to some extent, albeit

more than saying that it can manipulate the share price

in varying degrees. This would be more so if they

through such action. The controversy can be better

believe that a healthy national economy will provide

understood in view of an international study on hedge

more opportunities for domestic institutional investors

fund activism which concludes that campaigns by

to increase their returns and that the interventions

activist funds have, in most cases, failed to bring about

by activist funds are not desirable to the national

a sustained appreciation in share prices (Section 2).

economy. The paper also points out the fact that, as

The paper then investigates how Elliott and other

the decision on the merger would not only affect the

activist funds actually “promote” shareholder interests.

share price of Samsung C&T but also those of other

Considering its past investment activities around the

Samsung affiliates, both foreign and domestic investors

globe, one can name Elliott a “holdout fund”. It has

who have stakes in multiple Samsung companies

earned big money in Third World countries including

will carefully calculate the impact of the merger (or

Peru, Argentina and Congo by devising holdout

failure of the merger) on the value of their portfolios

schemes to stall international efforts at helping these

of Samsung companies, not simply on the value of

countries such as the Brady Plan and international

Samsung C&T (Section 5).

aids to West African countries. It is also estimated to

Chaebols become easy preys of activist hedge funds,

have earned at least $1.2 billion by applying a similar

contrary to the conventional perception that they
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are formidable business groups. This paper attributes

application of ‘economic democracy’ to corporate

the reason to strong chaebol policies in Korea. The

governance (Section 6).

government’s regulations over the chaebols have

The paper concludes that Korea should overhaul its

continued to strengthen, especially with corporate

chaebol policies based on a practical understanding

reforms after the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-8. As

of how a corporation functions in line with the global

a result, Korea currently maintains the world’s most

economic environment and the realities of the Korean

stringent fair trading regulations, as well as a highly

economy. It then proposes practical measures to this

punitive system for the inheritance of management

end, including short-term measures like poison pills

rights. Korea’s commercial law is also the most rigid

that protect corporations from speculative attacks, as

in the world in enforcing the “one-share, one-vote”

well as long-term measures like allowing dual class

principle. In a sense, chaebols are currently victims of

shares by which longer-term investors have more say

excessively strict anti-chaebol policies. The paper posits

over shorter-term investors. It also suggests making

that the underlying causes of the restrictive regulatory

it possible to inherit management rights through

regime lie in a combination of anti-chaebol sentiment,

establishing public foundations as commonly done in

utopian views about corporations, and a misdirected

most advanced countries.
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1. Introduction

to determining “who is manipulating the market”. If
one assumes that the stock market functions efficiently,

A titanic battle is ensuing between Elliott Associates,

which is the basis of the Korean financial regulations

a pioneer of “vulture fund” or morecommonly known

governing mergers and acquisitions (M&As), it is

as an “activist hedge fund”, and Samsung Group,

difficult to say the share price of a company can be

Korea’s biggest chaebol which owns the world’s

“undervalued” for an extended period of time. If one

largest electronics company, Samsung Electronics.

claims so, it is tantamount to alleging that somebody is

On June 4, 2015, Elliott suddenly raised its stake of

manipulating the share price. In the same vein, if an

Samsung Construction & Trading Corp. (Samsung

activist fund argues that it can resolve the situation

C&T) to 7.12% to emerge as the company’s third

of “undervaluation” through its action, it is nothing

largest shareholder. Since then Elliott has been

more than saying that it can manipulate the share

leading the opposition to a proposed merger between

price through such action. The controversy can

the company and Cheil Industries. Elliott is suing

be better understood in view of an international

the Samsung C&T board to halt the merger on

study on hedge fund activism which concludes that

grounds of “unfairness” to minority shareholders

campaigns by activist funds have, in most cases,

and “unlawfulness” of the merger decision, and is

failed to bring about a sustained appreciation in

attempting to persuade foreign and domestic investors

share prices (Section 2).

to take its side. Samsung for its part is trying to gain

The paper then investigates how Elliott and other

support for the merger by emphasizing the transaction

activist funds actually “promote” shareholder interests.

as desirable and lawful ahead of a vote in a shareholder

Considering its past investment activities around the

meeting scheduled on July 17, 2015.

globe, one can name Elliott a “holdout fund”. It has

The dispute between Elliott and Samsung has

earned big money in Third World countries including

attracted global attention because the proposed merger

Peru, Argentina and Congo by devising holdout

is geared to completing the third-generation succession

schemes to stall international efforts at helping these

of management to Vice Chairman Lee Jae-Yong, by

countries such as the Brady Plan and international

creating a ‘new Samsung C&T,’ which will become

aids to West African countries. It is also estimated to

the de facto holding company of Samsung Group. The

have earned at least $1.2 billion by applying a similar

Elliott-Samsung dispute is also the first attempt by a

holdout scheme even to the U.S government’s efforts at

foreign ‘activist fund’ to intervene in key management

reviving General Motors during the Global Financial

decisions at Korea’s largest chaebol (family-controlled

Crisis of 2008-9 (Sections 3).

business groups) to realize their own profits. The

Elliott is certainly an extreme case of activist funds

dispute thus raises the issue of how other Korean firms

which stand on a broad spectrum of shareholder

can prepare for such disputes in the future, and how

actions. But there is a common behavior of activist

the government and institutional investors should react

funds. They exploit populism for profits and ‘minority

to “actions” by such activist funds.

shareholders’ right’ is their mantra to gain public

This paper begins by examining the controversy over

support. This paper analyzes how the populism-for-

the “fairness” of the stock swap ratio between the two

profit tactics were employed in the PSAM-Vivendi

companies. It argues that the controversy boils down

dispute and also in the Elliott-Samsung dispute
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(Section 4).

in the world in enforcing the “one-share, one-vote”

The paper then examines differing interests among

principle. In a sense, chaebols are currently victims of

parties involved in the dispute. In order to fathom the

excessively strict anti-chaebol policies. The paper posits

outcome of this dispute, we not only need to consider

that the underlying causes of the restrictive regulatory

their own self-interests but also constraints from the

regime lie in a combination of anti-chaebol sentiment,

national interest aspect. This is primarily because

utopian views about corporations, and a misdirected

Korea’s National Pension Service, currently the fourth-

application of ‘economic democracy’ to corporate

largest pension fund in the world, is Samsung C&T’s

governance (Section 6).

second largest shareholder, owning about 10% of the

The paper concludes that Korea should overhaul its

company’s stock, and is going to make its decision

chaebol policies based on a practical understanding

on the vote by taking national interest into account.

of how a corporation functions in line with the global

There is also room that domestic institutional investors

economic environment and the realities of the Korean

will consider national interest to some extent, albeit in

economy. It then proposes practical measures to this

varying degrees. This would be more so if they believe

end, including short-term measures like poison pills

that a healthy national economy will provide more

that protect corporations from speculative attacks, as

opportunities for domestic institutional investors to

well as long-term measures like allowing dual class

increase their returns and that the interventions by

shares by which longer-term investors have more say

activist funds are not desirable to the national economy.

over shorter-term investors. It also suggests making

The paper also points out the fact that, as the decision

it possible to inherit management rights through

on the merger would not only affect the share price

establishing public foundations as commonly done in

of Samsung C&T but also those of other Samsung

most advanced countries.

affiliates, both foreign and domestic investors who have
stakes in multiple Samsung companies will carefully
calculate the impact of the merger (or failure of the
merger) on the value of their portfolios of Samsung

2. The Core Issue on “Undervaluation”
		 - Who is Manipulating the Market?

companies, not simply on the value of Samsung C&T
(Section 5).

Activist funds typically intervene in corporate

Chaebols become easy preys of activist hedge funds,

decisions by claiming that a corporation’s shares are

contrary to the conventional perception that they

undervalued, and argue that management should

are formidable business groups. This paper attributes

follow their advice to boost the share price. When

the reason to strong chaebol policies in Korea. The

they target corporations with large cashable assets, for

government’s regulations over the chaebols have

instance, they argue that the share price will increase

continued to strengthen, especially with corporate

if a larger portion of those assets are returned to

reforms after the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-8. As

shareholders as dividends. According to their logic,

a result, Korea currently maintains the world’s most

shares are “undervalued” because the management

stringent fair trading regulations, as well as a highly

does not take the necessary actions to reflect the true

punitive system for the inheritance of management

value of a company into the share price.

rights. Korea’s commercial law is also the most rigid

Elliott employs the same logic in the current dispute
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with Samsung. Elliott argues that the proposed

unreasonable to think that Elliott and its followers

stock swap ratio of 1 to 0.35 between Cheil and

were the only investors aware of the “undervaluation”

Samsung C&T is “unfair” and even “unlawful”, and

and the majority of other investors didn’t have this

that the proper ratio should be 1 to 1.6. As evidence

insight, so as to allow Samsung C&T’s shares to

of “undervaluation” of Samsung C&T, Elliott has

remain at around KRW53,000 before the merger.

submitted to a Seoul court a report from Ernst &

If Elliott still argues that Samsung C&T’s shares

Young that appraises the underlying asset values for

are “undervalued”, it is tantamount to alleging that

both firms. By doing so, Elliott implicitly claims that

Samsung had been manipulating the price to remain

the share price of Samsung C&T has can rise about

low for such a long period. It might have been possible

4.5 times (assuming that share price of Cheil remains

for big Korean companies to manipulate share prices

same) if the merger does not go through and argues

in the past when they had sizeable slush funds and

that the merger should be opposed.

their book-keeping was opaque. But that is no longer

Elliott’s claim might have some merit if Korean

the case today. After the 1997 financial crisis, Korea

companies are allowed to exercise their discretion in

faithfully carried out financial and corporate reforms

setting stock swap ratios. But the Korean financial

under the tutelage of the IMF. It has enforced a real-

authority does not allow room for such discretion

name financial transaction system and strengthened

because it wants to protect minority investors and

fair trading regulations. It is unthinkable that the

reduce the possibility of stock market manipulations.

Korean stock market is still so underdeveloped as

According to its regulations on capital markets and

to allow extensive share price manipulation of a

financial investment, companies should set the ratio

corporation as large and visible as Samsung C&T.

by averaging the three closing market prices of the

If Elliott does not provide evidence that Samsung

shares those of one month, one week and one day

has manipulated the share price, one can argue that

before announcing merger plans. The merger ratios

Elliott itself is in fact attempting to “manipulate” the

are a result of pure math in Korea. The 1-to-0.35 ratio

company’s stock price by demanding the distribution

simply reflects the market prices of the companies and

of cashable assets to shareholders and recruiting other

does not use asset value in the calculation.

minority shareholders to its cause. If one assumes

This regulation is based on the assumption of

that the stock market functions efficiently, there is no

efficient markets- Share prices are end results that

ground to say share prices are currently “undervalued”.

not only reflect a company’s asset value but also other

“Actions” by activist funds are therefore nothing more

factors such as growth potential and profitability.

than trying to manipulate the market intended to push

Players in the stock market, whether they are

up share prices for short-term gains.

institutional investors or retail investors, try their

An empirical research on activist funds conducted

best to make trading decisions based on information

by the European Corporate Governance Institute

available. If all investors had believed that shares of a

(ECGI) supports the efficient market view. After

certain company were undervalued, the stock price

looking at 1,740 “engagements” by activist funds

would have increased because there would have been

across 23 countries since 2000, it concludes that the

only buyers. But in reality, there are also those in the

majority of campaigns by activist funds have failed to

market who believe the stock price will decline. It is

result in a sustained rise in share prices, except in few
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cases where “restructurings” took place.1) Five years

buys the land with the sole purpose to earn super-

ago, French media conglomerate Vivendi had to reach

normal profits by holding the entire development

a “compromise” to increase dividend and share buy-

project hostage.

back program with a U.S. activist fund P. Schoenfeld

Elliott provides a model case for achieving profits

Asset Management (PSAM). But Vivendi’s share price

through such tactics, and has been ruthless in pursuit

has been stagnant since then and the Financial Times

of its aims. Elliott first attained notoriety as a “vulture

pointed out that the Vivendi case is “not unusual” and

fund” in Peru. Major international banks and Latin

consistent with the ECGI report.2) According to the

American countries had agreed on the Brady Plan in

study, activist funds don’t increase shareholder value

1989, following active interventions by Nicholas Brady,

in a sustainable manner, but rather “manipulate” the

then the U.S. Treasury Secretary. The plan was geared

stock price by creating “events” and then taking short-

at making Latin America return to a growth path by

term profits.

allowing substantial debt reliefs and thereby sharing the
fruits from future growth. However, Elliot purchased
$20.7 million worth of defaulted loans made to Peru

3. Shareholder Activism of Elliott
		 - A “Holdout Fund” ?

for a deeply discounted $11.4 million. Elliott then sued
the nation and its Banco de la Nacion del Peru in a
New York court for the original amount of the loan

Elliott’s previous investment records around the globe

plus interest. This law suit effectively held the Brady

are far from those contributing to increasing value for

Plan hostage. Elliott won a $58-million settlement

companies and countries. It is even possible to name it

and made a $47-million profit - a 400% return. Greg

as a “holdout fund”, or “al-bak-gi fund” in Korean.3)

Palast says Peru’s president Alberto Fujimori ordered

“Holding out” refers to extortionate tactics where a

the treasury to pay everything Elliott asked for because

speculator buys a portion of land in anticipation or

Singer “seized” the presidential airplane by which

with a priori knowledge of a development project and

Fujimori was escaping to Japan.4)

holds out the project by intentionally refusing to agree

Elliott scaled up the size of its holdout scheme

to compensation offered by the developer. Although

astronomically in Argentina. According to Palast, it

other land owners have agreed to a reasonable level of

purchased $630 million of bonds as the country was

compensation, the speculator demands a lot higher

headed for default in 2001, reportedly at $48 million,

level of compensation for him with the pretext that his

about 7% of the face value, and demanded Argentina

property and other rights have been seriously violated.

to pay $2.3 billion, including unpaid interest. It won a

The speculator does not care the development project

judgement from a New York court of $1.6 billion. The

at all or does not oppose the project itself, but normally

Argentinian government refused to pay it and Elliott

1)	Brav, Alon, Wei Jiang, Frank Partnoy and Randall Thomas(2008) ‘The Returns to Hedge Fund Activism: An International Study’, ECGI Working Paper Series
in Law. No. 098/2008 (https://www0.gsb.columbia.edu/mygsb/faculty/research/pubfiles/4132/jiang_activism.pdf)
2) Financial Times, “Activist hedge funds not so good for shareholders.” May 20, 2015.
3)	I thank an executive of an asset management in Korea, who reminded me of the term, ‘holdout’ or ‘al-bak-gi’ (in Korean), during our conversation about
Elliott’s investment behavior.
4) Palast, Greg (2011), Vultures’ Picnic, Penguin.
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countered it by making an unprecedented move.

GM to hand over $350 million immediately, “because

It seized the Argentine naval vessel ARA Libertad,

if you don’t, we’ll shut you down.” Delphi’s chief

which was anchoring at Ghana in West Africa, and

financial officer, John Sheehan, also said in a sworn

demanded the payment.5)

deposition in July 2009 that the hedge fund debt

Elliott’s “holdout” spread to Africa. And other funds

holders backed up their threat with “an analysis of

followed suit. They even stopped international aids to

the cost to GM if Delphi were unwilling or unable to

African countries for famine and clean water to make

provide supply to GM,” forcing a “shutdown.” It would

their bonds paid (there was a cholera epidemic in West

take “years and tens of billions” for GM to replace

Africa due to the lack of clean water). Some African

Delphi’s parts. Rattner likened the subsidies demanded

countries gave them money in order to receive aids.

by Delphi’s debt holders to “extortion demands by the

Palast says, as a result, Elliott received $90 million for

Barbary pirates” but had to acquiesce to most of their

Congo’s debts it bought at $20 million. The Wall Street

demands. After cleaning up Delphi, the hedge funds

Journal reported that Elliott was able to reach this

took the company public. According to Palast, Elliott

settlement also by pressing forward on investigations

had at least “$1.29 billion in profits, about forty-four

into corruption by Congolese President Denis Sassou

times their original investment”.7)

Nguesso.6)

Elliott’s opposition to the merger between Samsung

Even in the U.S., Elliott profited by applying similar

C&T and Cheil is an extension of its long history of

holdout methods against the U.S. government. When

hostage taking and holdout tactics. Elliott was never

General Motors was on the brink of bankruptcy

a long-term shareholder of Samsung C&T who was

during the 2008-9 Global Financial Crisis, Elliott and

interested in the company’s future or its development

other hedge funds, Paulson & Co. and Third Point

projects. It did not appear on the roster of shareholders

bought Delphi Automotive, a former GM subsidiary

in 2014 and only began purchasing Samsung C&T’s

whose auto parts remain essential to GM’s production

shares in March 2015 when preparations for the

lines. They purchased Delphi’s debts at “just 20 cents

merger began surfacing in analyst reports and the

on the dollar of their face value” and held on to it. And

Korean media. It had increased its stake to 4.95%, just

they threatened the U.S. government to derail the GM

below the 5% disclosure threshold prior to the official

rescue operation if it would not forego Delphi’s debts

merger announcement on May 26, 2015. Upon the

and provide the company with funds. Steve Rattner,

announcement, Elliott increased its stake to 7.1% to

who was in charge of the task force to negotiate with

become Samsung C&T’s third largest shareholder, and

the troubled firms and their creditors, wrote in his

then commenced its campaign to oppose the merger.

memoir, Overhaul, that they told the Treasury and

Elliott has never been on a campaign to oppose

5)	According to Palast, it was Barak Obama and Hilary Clinton who broke the deadlock between Elliott and Argentina. Obama’s Justice Department and
Clinton’s State Department together filed an amicus curiae, a “friend of the court” brief in the case of Elliott vs. Argentina. Obama, a constitutional law
professor, “suddenly remembered that the president has the power, unique to the Constitution of the USA …[by invoking] his extraordinary constitutional
authority under the Separation of Powers clause to block” the court decision to bankrupt Argentina again to pay $1.6 billion to Elliott. “Obama and Clinton
told the court that the Vulture was undermining the safety of the entire world financial system, destabilizing every financial rescue mission from South
America to Greece to the Congo.” (In ‘The Vulture: Chewing Argentina’s Living Corpse’, http://www.gregpalast.com/the-vulture-chewing-argentinasliving-corpse)
6) Palast, Greg (2011), Vultures’ Picnic, Penguin.
7) Palast, Greg (2012), ‘Mitt Romney’s Bailout Bonanza’ (http://www.thenation.com/article/170644/mitt-romneys-bailout-bonanza).
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succession of family businesses.8) If this had been the

sentiment and by disguising theirs as public interests.

case, it would have never invested in Samsung in the

Many disputes are a result of differences in interest

first place. Elliott only seized an opportunity to make

and perspective among the parties involved. It is often

good profits by holding Samsung’s succession plans

difficult to make a decisive conclusion and take a

hostage. And it is claiming that this is not only good

side if one objectively considers the pros and cons of

for them but also for other shareholders.

contending arguments. Employing populist tactics is
effective in this situation to draw “swing votes”, which
are in the middle of contending parties and ambivalent

4. Shareholder Activism and Populism:
		 The Anti-Chaebol Coalition

in their position on the issues concerned. Similarly,
activist funds commonly use such populist tactics to
recruit shareholders to their side. Mass media often

Elliott is certainly an extreme case of activist funds
which stand on a broad spectrum of shareholder

becomes a conduit to mobilize wider public opinion in
their favor.

actions. But there is a common behavior of activist

A typical example of such populist tactics can be

funds. They exploit populism for profits and ‘minority

found in the dispute between P. Schoenfeld Asset

shareholders’ right’ is their mantra to gain public

Management (PSAM) and Vivendi Group of France.

support. Activist hedge funds originated from the

Vivendi originated from a state-run enterprise that

“corporate raiders” of the 1980s, who typically bought

managed France’s canal and water utilities before

a large block of shares of a company with their own

the French Revolution. Today, Vivendi is a media

money, took over the board of directors, and then

conglomerate that owns Europe’s largest film studio

pocketed profits by “restructuring” the company

and TV channel Canal+. Under the formerChairman

assets. From the 1990s, it became a more prevalent

Jean-Marie Messier in the 1990s, Vivendi pursued an

behavior of those activist funds to take a minority

aggressive M&A strategy across the globe and even

stake but up to the level to exert influence on the board

acquired Universal Studios, which earned him the

for achieving their aims.9) As minority shareholders,

nickname of “Napoleon” from the U.S. press and later

activist funds need to form a united front by recruiting

led to the publication of a book entitled “The Man

other shareholders to their cause. To this end, activist

Who Tried to Buy the World.” However, Vivendi’s drive

funds appeal to “investor populism,” claiming that

to become a global multimedia conglomerate stalled

minority shareholders are being victimized by majority

when it began to experience massive losses.10) Vivendi

shareholders, and that joining the opposition can

then streamlined its businesses to focus on media

protect their rights.

while shoring up cashable assets of approximately €15

Populism (in a negative sense) is a tactic to pursue

billion by selling “non-core” assets including telecom

interests of special groups by appealing to public

businesses. Vivendi intended to pursue a long-term

8)	In fact, Paul Singer made his gay son, Andrew, join Elliott as a partner. One might speculate that he is grooming his son as a successor of his investment
projects.
9)	PWC, ‘Shareholder activism Who, what, when, and how?’, March 2015. (http://www.pwc.com/us/en/corporate-governance/publications/assets/pwcshareholder-activism-full-report.pdf).
10) Orange, Martine and Jo Johnson (2003) The Man Who Tried to Buy the World: Jean-Marie Messier and Vivendi Universal, Penguin.
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growth strategy based on these assets.

And it criticized poor management practices in

After acquiring a stake in Vivendi, however, PSAM

Vivendi, which were nowhere close to being “best

demanded that Vivendi “return €9 billion of capital

practices”: “Vivendi is going to pursue an acquisition

to shareholders via a special dividend”. PSAM then

strategy that is designed for a private company.

claimed that investors had bought Vivendi stocks

Investors own Vivendi as a public company and have

due to its ample cashable assets and this was a major

a right to expect capital allocation consistent with the

cause of strong performance of Vivendi’s share price.

highest standards of public company governance.”

PSAM thus argued that Vivendi’s share price was

From Vivendi management’s perspective, PSAM’s

stagnant because Vivendi failed to meet shareholder

claim is to put the cart before the horse. They had

expectations for returning the capital to shareholders as

no plans to distribute large portion of its cash pile

dividends. PSAM claimed that a “lack of transparency

to shareholders to begin with. But PSAM and other

regarding Vivendi’s use of cashable assets is the main

minority shareholders were contending that they

culprit behind the devaluation of its stock price” and

were victimized due to the dividend policy adopted

added that “investors could realize upside of up to

by the management. Nevertheless, Western media

38% on their ownership of Core Vivendi following the

mostly focused on the alleged infringement of

distribution of excess cash and investments”.11)

“minority shareholder right,” and quoted heavily

The dispute between Vivendi and PSAM is a classic

from financial analysts who shared their stance with

case that demonstrates conflict of interest between

financial investors. “Minority shareholder right” is a

controlling shareholders seeking to grow their

banner to mobilize populism and, for observers with

company with a long-term view and financial investors

only a cursory understanding of the case, Vivendi’s

seeking to maximize their short-term returns. Vivendi

management appeared to have done something

management had built up cash reserves to use for

seriously wrong.

its future growth strategy and carried out extensive

Elliott is employing similar populist tactics in its

restructuring for that purpose. In contrast, PSAM and

dispute with Samsung. As a “vulture fund”, there was

other shareholders that sided with PSAM were mainly

no reason for Elliott to be concerned with Samsung

interested in Vivendi’s huge cash pile.

Group’s succession. One may say that it has no

Activist funds typically resort to populism to

legitimate motive to be concerned with the issue in

mobilize support from other shareholder and the

the first place considering its previous track record of

public by emphasizing “infringement of minority

investment “picnics” around the globe. Elliott was only

shareholders’ right” and discounting the management’s

“event-driven” and is holding out in the succession

growth policies. PSAM claimed that the past rise of

process on expectations of realizing significant profits.

Vivendi’s stock price was mainly due to “investors’

After the merger plan was announced, however, Elliott

confidence”: “Investors became confident that capital

has suddenly emerged as a “crusader for justice” on

from asset sales would be returned. We believe that this

behalf of minority shareholders. Elliott claims that

confidence was the main driver of share performance”.

the proposed merger is “unfair” to Samsung C&T

11) PSAM (2015), ‘Value Creation at Vivendi The White Paper’. (http://www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/files/2015/03/Vivendi _White_Paper.pdf).
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shareholders, and even “unlawful”. Since then, Elliott

argues that their unrealized gains were infringed by the

has kept sending messages to global investors that they

merger decision.

should join its crusade if they agree that their interests
are harmed.

Leaving the already realized gains in the dark, Elliott
is trying to turn the attention of other shareholders

In reality, however, no losses have been incurred by

and the public only to its populist target, Samsung

shareholders of Samsung C&T so far. In fact, they

Group’s succession plan. It keeps arguing that

have gained handsome profits. When the merger plan

Samsung neglected protecting the rights of minority

was announced on 26 May, the share price of the

shareholders of Samsung C&T because of its main

company jumped from KRW55,300 to KRW63,500,

concern of securing managerial rights for the third

a 14.8% increase. This increase reflects the fact that,

generation of the Lee family. This claim is similar

even at the 1-to-0.35 ratio, investors thought, through

to the one made by PSAM against Vivendi. PSAM

the merger, the company would ride on the premium

argued that minority shareholder rights were infringed

of Cheil Industries as the de facto holding company of

because Vivendi management neglected “confidence”

Samsung Group.

of minority shareholders for distributing cash piles

Samsung C&T’s share price peaked at KRW72,200,

as dividend at the expense of pursuing expansionary

a 30.5% gain, on June 8 when the dispute between

strategy, and because, as a result, minority shareholder

Elliott and Samsung was likely to flare up. It then

interests were harmed by falling share prices.

declined after Samsung sold its treasury stocks to

Despite its previous investment record as a “vulture”

KCC. As of June 29, Samsung C&T’s share price

and despite the already realized gain of over 20% in

stood at 66,400 won, with shareholders still enjoying

a month for minority shareholders, Elliott’s populist

a 20.1% gain in about a month. Elliott also benefitted,

campaign has whipped up support from various

with estimated gains of over KRW100 billion from

quarters across the globe because its action is portrayed

its investment in Samsung C&T. The merger plan

as a crusade on behalf of minority shareholders against

has so far brought about a win-win situation between

the largest and most visible chaebol in Korea. As with

investors of Samsung C&T and Cheil.

the PSAM-Vivendi dispute, most foreign media are

In light of these gains, what is the real nature of

siding with Elliott against Samsung. William Pesek, a

Elliot’s allegations of infringements on shareholder

columnist at Bloomberg, described Elliott’s attack as

interests? The answer can be found in the lawsuit

a spotlight on an “awkward question … that few in

Elliott has filed to a Seoul court. Elliott claims that the

Korea have felt comfortable asking out loud,” and that

“fair” stock swap ratio between Cheil and Samsung

“hardly anyone has been minding the best interests

C&T should be 1:1.6. In other words, Elliott implicitly

of shareholders amid this process.” He further added,

argues that it, and other minority shareholders, would

“Singer’s move may prove a nightmare for the Lee

lose the opportunity of jackpot to gain a 350% profit

clanand, precisely for that reason, it’s a tremendous

and are forced by the Samsung management to be

opportunity for Korea’s economy.”12) The Wall Street

satisfied with mere 20% profit. Elliott effectively

Journal is also siding with Elliott. In its editorial on

12)	Pesek, William, ‘A Challenge to Samsung’s Ruling Family’, Bloomberg View, June 7, 2015.(http://www.bloombergview.com/articles/2015-06-07/a-challenge-tosamsung-s-ruling-family)
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June 25, 2015, with a subtitle of “U.S. hedge fund

Transparent.”15)

Elliott Associates stands up for minority shareholders”,

Domestic institutions and intellectuals who had

it argued “Elliott has a strong case” and “A vote against

advocated for chaebol reforms also joined the anti-

Samsung’s proposal … would be a welcome blow

Samsung camp. Kim Sang-Jo, the Executive Director

for corporate governance in an economy with great

at Korean NGO Solidarity for Economic Reform,

potential but a deficit of domestic competition and

said, “Samsung Group made no effort whatsoever

innovation.”13) While other foreign media were less

to address the low valuation of Samsung C&T, even

partial, most still put more weight on quotes from

though the huge disparity in share prices between the

analysts who were critical of Samsung. The Financial

two companies lasted for so long. Samsung practically

Times, for example, put the chaebol issue as a headline,

invited the attack from Elliott.”16) Dong Il-Kwon,

and emphasized comments from the head of CLSA

the CEO of Lazard Korea Asset Management, and

Korea that said, “This deal essentially amounts to

manager of Korea’s first corporate governance focused

accepting clearly fundamentally expensive Cheil shares

fund (known locally as the “Jang Ha-Sung Fund”)

in exchange for clearly fundamentally cheap Samsung

acknowledged some moral reservations about activist

C&T shares.”14)

funds by saying, “Activist funds by their very nature

A mong the domestic media, those who had

exploit the weaknesses and mistakes of others for

maintained a critical view of chaebols naturally

their own gain. They are never amiable but may be a

devoted more coverage to allegations that Samsung

necessary evil in a capitalist society.”17)

made wrongdoings. And even the Chosun Ilbo, Korea’s

Among retail investors, some have formed online

leading conservative newspaper, said in its editorial,

communities to side with Elliott. A “Federation of

“In the past, foreign investors simply took profits

Samsung C&T Minority Shareholders” has been

and dumped their shares whenever they encountered

established at portal site Naver. They voiced their

Korea’s peculiar managerial practices, including

dissatisfaction with the “unfairness” of the merger.

irregularities in management succession and capricious

One participant said, “Whenever things like mergers

behavior by the owning family. Today, however, foreign

bet ween chaebol aff iliates affect share prices,

investors have changed their tactics, and are actively

the controlling shareholder gets all the benefits,

trying to fix Korean-style management practices that

while minority shareholders only get losses.” The

depart from global standards, while gaining more

Federation of Samsung C&T Minority Shareholders

profits in the process.” This editorial had a headline

originally planned to transfer their voting rights

that read “A Foreign Fund’s Attack on Samsung is a

to Elliott. However, after Elliott’s notoriety as a

Chance to Make Korea’s Owner Management More

vulture fund became more widely known, it decided

13)	The Wall Street Journal, ‘The Brawl for Samsung’s Future - U.S. hedge fund Elliott Associates stands up for minority shareholders, 25 June 2015 (http://www.
wsj.com/articles/the-brawl-for-samsungs-future-1435250143). One may ask to the WSJ how it could assume “a deficit of domestic competition and innovation”
in a country that is opened up nearly completely tointernational competition and produced a company, Samsung Electronics, which competes on equal terms
against Apple and Intel.
14)	Financial Times, ‘Chaebol issues lurk at heart of Elliott’s criticism of Samsung’, June 4, 2015. (http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/2039d7ea-0a98-11e5-a8e800144feabdc0.html#axzz3djgtdCfp)
15) Chosun Ilbo, June 11, 2015.
16) Kyunghyang Shinmun, June 8, 2015.
17) Maeil Business Daily, June 2, 2015.
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to independently recruit proxy votes from other

interest aspect in its investment decisions. For instance,

shareholders to cast votes against the merger.

George Soros earned big bucks by shorting the British
pound. This was possible because his hedge fund,
Quantum, is entirely a private entity. It is notpossible

5.An Analysis of Differing Self-Interests
and Constraints from National Interest
in the Elliott-Samsung Dispute

for NPS to short the Korean won even if its investment
managers detected the opportunity earlier than
anybody else. The consideration of national interest
for NPS is important also because its investments

The outcome of the dispute between Elliott and

are closely scrutinized by the public. It is difficult

Samsung will ultimately depend on the votes of other

for NPS to take investment decisions that the public

shareholders, as neither of them has enough Samsung

would not approve. Other national pension funds also

C&T shares to resolve the matter on its own. In this

make similar considerations. In other well-established

respect, the Elliott-Samsung dispute is similar to a

national pension funds, it is customary that, if they

political election, as the likelihood of winning will

invest in controversial companies that allegedly damage

depend on securing swing votes. Various constituencies

environments, for instance, they tend to receive serious

exist among the swing voters, including foreign

complaints from their pensioners. They therefore have

investors other than Elliott (26.5%), Korea’s National

internal not-to- invest lists. National pension funds

Pension Service (10%), domestic institutional investors

are constrained by their obligation to manage their

other than the National Pension Service (10%) and

reputation toward their pensioners. They also need to

domestic retail investors (20%).

manage the reputation of their countries as national

We then need to examine differing interests among

institutions when they invest abroad. This is probably

parties involved in the dispute in order to fathom its

a major reason why national pension funds are mostly

outcome. Here, it is not only important to consider

passive funds and geared to longer-term investment

their own self-interests but also constraints from the

returns.

national interest aspect. This is primarily because

Domestic institutional and individual investors are

Korea’s National Pension Service (NPS), currently the

basically free to pursue their own private interest, with

fourth-largest pension fund in the world, is Samsung

profitability as the primary criterion for investment.

C&T’s second largest shareholder, owning about 10%

Nonetheless, as Korean nationals, their decisions are

of the company’s stocks. As a fund, NPS is obligated

affected by considerations of national interest, albeitin

to increase returns on its investment for pensioners.

varying degrees. Even if they may find profitable

As a “national” fund, its investment decisions are also

investment opportunities by harming national interest,

limited by considerations of national interest.

not all of them would take those opportunities. It

What constitutes “national interest” is of course

would be reasonable to suppose that domestic investors

debatable. NPS’s decisions on national interest would

will be guided by a combined pursuit of self-interest

also differ case by case. Nonetheless, it is clear from its

and national interest.

mandate that NPS is not allowed to pursue investment

Moreover, t he private intere st of dome st ic

harmful to the national interest although it is not clear

institutional investors itself is also constrained by

to what degree it should actively pursue the national

the national interest because a healthy national
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economy will provide domestic investors with more

has contributed and will contribute to Korea, at the

opportunities to advance their own interests, although

very least Samsung has a record to have done so and

it would be debatable in what ways one can actually

likelihood to do so in the future, although it may

better the national economy. In an interview in 2006,

also have some demerits. In contrast, Elliott has no

when the Korean economy was showing a slowdown in

history of contributing to the nation. Moreover, it has

growth, Park Hyeon-Joo, the president of Mirae Asset,

a clear history of wrongdoings in other nations such as

Korea’s largest asset management firm, said, “Korean

Peru, Argentina, Congo and even in the USA. There

companies are not investing. If they just hoard cash,

is no ground to expect that Elliott has intention to

they will have no future, and the shareholders and

contribute to the national economy.

[domestic] funds that invest in them will have no

Furthermore, there is no assurance that the Korean

future.” He added, “This is not the time to increase

economy or Samsung C&T will get better by

dividends to meet demands from foreign investors.

distributing its cashable assets, including stocks of

Mirae Asset will put more pressure on companies to

Samsung Electronics held by Samsung C&T, as Elliott

invest

more.”18)

is currently demanding. Park has warned that giving

Park’s remark is an illustration that foreign and

into the demands of foreign investors by increasing

domestic institutional investors have potentially

dividends without increasing investment would actually

different interests even in a globalized financial

harm the economy. The ECGI report mentioned above

market. For foreign institutional investors, the share

(Section 2), does not find evidence so far that returning

of investment in Korea is relatively small in their

capital to shareholders as demanded by activist hedge

overall investment portfolio. They can therefore opt

funds resulted in a sustained increase in share prices,

to withdraw from Korea and invest elsewhere, if the

let alone benefiting the companies concerned. It has

prospect of the Korean economy is not promising.

been reported in the Korean media that a substantial

Domestic institutional investors, however, have fewer

number of domestic institutional investors have

options to leave Korea because the majority of their

already decided to side with Samsung. They may not

portfolio is concentrated in domestic firms. Even if

entirely agree or sympathize with Samsung, but one

they may increase the portion of overseas investment,

can conjecture that broader consideration of their

it is unthinkable that they can reduce the share of

own interest and the national interest has led to those

domestic investment as much as foreign investors. If the

decisions.

Korean economy stagnates, investment opportunities

Regardless of the nationality of institutional

for domestic investors are narrowed much more than

investors, Samsung C&T’s status as an affiliate of a

for foreign investors. Park’s comments simply point out

business group will be a positive factor that Samsung

this reality.

can draw support on from them. The market

If national interest is considered, local investors

capitalization of Samsung companies constitutes about

are likely to side with Samsung. Although there is

20% of the Korea Stock Exchange. There are even

ample room to argue about how much Samsung

“Samsung Group Funds” sold by domestic institutional

18) Chosun Ilbo. September 20, 2006.
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investors in which only Samsung stocks are picked by

from global standards” and the attack “is a chance to

fund managers. It is therefore reasonable to assume

make Korea’s owner management more transparent”

that there are many institutional investors that have

(Section 4).

multiple Samsung company stocks in their portfolio.

If one considers the reality of corporate governance

They would calculate the impact of the merger (or

systems across the globe and the history of regulations

failure of the merger) on the value of their portfolios

on chaebols in Korea, however, this conventional view

of Samsung companies, not simply on the value of

does not seem to hold. On the contrary, the reasons for

Samsung C&T, and make their decisions to support or

the weakness of the chaebols from speculative attacks

not to support the merger.

can be better found from excessively strict anti-chaebol

For instance, NPS is estimated hold more than

policies instituted in Korea. The country currently

KRW1 trillion in Cheil shares. It may not be clear

maintains (1) the world’s most stringent fair trading

whether the share price of Samsung C&T would rise

regulations, (2) probably the most punitive system

or fall if the merger plan fails. But it is clear the share

against the inheritance of management rights in the

price of Cheil will fall if the merger plan fails. Simply

world, and (3) the most coercive “one-share, one-vote

from the consideration of investment returns on its

system” in the world. If one takes into account the

investment portfolio, it is therefore likely that NPS

reality of these tight regulations on the chaebols, it can

would support the merger. KCC has no other reason

be said that they are now victims of utopian public

but to support the merger, not simply because it has

policies.

assumed the role of white knight for Samsung, but also

Let us start by examining Korea’s fair trading

because it holds more than KRW2.5 trillion in Cheil

regulations. In the US and Europe, the regulations

shares.

target market activities. Cartels and abuse of
monopolistic positions, for example, become subject
to sanctions when they result in restraints of market

6. Public Policies on the Chaebols in
		 Korea “Victims” of Utopian Policies?

competition. In Korea, by contrast, fair trading
regulations even restrict conducts that are considered
potential causes of restraints of market competition.

Why did Samsung become such an easy target

Korea is the only country in the world where the

of activist hedge funds like Elliott even though it is

clause of “restrictions on business combinations and

Korea’s largest business group? Foreign analysts tend

restraints on concentration of economic power” is

to find the reasons from “weak corporate governance

included in the fair-trade act. This makes it possible

system” of chaebols. This would be why the Wall Street

for the government to regulate companies solely on the

Journal argued in its editorial that Elliott’s attack

ground that they have many affiliates and/or sizable

is “a welcome blow for corporate governance in an

assets, regardless of the outcomes they generate in the

economy with great potential but a deficit of domestic

market. While many officials within the Fair Trade

competition and innovation”. Some Korean media

Commission recognize the problems derived from such

such as the Chosun Ilbo agreed to this kind of analysis

cause-based regulations and advocate for a shift to

and argued that “foreign investors …are actively trying

result-based regulations, no changes have yet emerged.

to fix Korean-style management practices that depart

Korea is also the most hostile country in the world
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when it comes to inheritance of management rights.

foundations. The establishment and operation of

Nominal inheritance tax rate is as high as 50%, the

foundations is largely unrestricted in Japan. However,

second highest next to Japan (55%) among OECD

succession via foundations is effectively blocked

countries. When the whole company is inherited,

in Korea. Foundations are tightly regulated by the

however, additional tax on “management premium” is

government, especially when they hold shares of their

charged and the combined inheritance tax rate rises to

own affiliates in the business group. It is also possible

65%. In contrast, Sweden, New Zealand, Singapore,

for the government to confiscate the entire foundations

Hong Kong and China have no inheritance tax, while

if it determines that they have been managed

the inheritance tax rates in Italy, Taiwan and Brazil

improperly. In this hostile regime against inheritance

are below 10%. Companies in these countries face

via foundations, chaebols cannot dare to pursue

no problems in passing the management right sover

management succession through foundations, although

generations.19)

they have established smaller-scale foundations for

On the other hand, countries with high inheritance

social contribution.

tax rates mostly allow management rights to be

In corporate voting rights, Korea has one of the most

inherited through establishing public foundations. For

rigid and coercive applications of the “one-share one-

instance, the US is a country with a high inheritance

vote principle” in the world by mandating the principle

tax rate of a maximum 40%, but the management

as compulsory in its corporate law. In contrast, only

rights of founding families of Du Pont, Ford, and

65% of all European firms practice the one-share one-

Rockefeller have continued to be inherited through

vote system, while one-third implement a dual class

Figure 1. Application of One-Share One-Vote System in Europe
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19) Tax Foundation, ‘Estate and Inheritance Taxes around the World’. (http://taxfoundation.org/article/estate-and-inheritance-taxes-around-world)
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voting structure. France (31%), the Netherlands (14%)

Hathaway also maintains a dual class share system and

and Sweden (25%) have an especially low proportion of

this allows it to make long-term investments.

companies using the one-share one-vote system, with

Technology companies like Google and Facebook

dual class voting being a general rule in these countries

also issued dual class shares in their initial public

(Figure 1).20)

offerings (IPOs). Many investors and the public were

Vivendi had long maintained a one-share one-

very critical when Google issued dual class shares

vote system. However, after attacks by hedge funds

at its IPO in 2004, but co-founders Larry Page and

like PSAM, Vivendi changed its system to allow

Sergey Brin said, “Outside pressures too often tempt

shareholders who have owned shares for more than

companies to sacrifice long-term opportunities to

two years to exercise two votes for each share. Under

meet quarterly market expectations… [Google’s

French corporate law, voting rights systems can be

dual class share structure] will make it harder for

changed if two-thirds of shareholders agree. Vivendi

outside parties to take over or influence Google. This

Chairman and CEO Vincent Bolloré, the company’s

structure will also make it easier for our management

largest shareholder, proposed the change in the voting

team to follow a long-term, innovative approach.”22)

rights system to counter hedge fund attacks and secure

With shareholdings of 21.5%, Google’s founders thus

stability in management. After it was approved at the

exercise 73.3% of voting rights. At family-managed

shareholders’ general meeting in April 2015, Bolloré

food and beverage firm J.M. Smucker, shareholders

said “This isn’t a plan for me. It’s a plan for Vivendi.21)

that have owned its stock for more than four years are

While the US commercial law adopts the one-

entitled to 10 votes per share.23)

share one-vote rule in principle, it has optional rules

In Japan, the one-share one-vote rule applies in

through which a company can issue different classes

principle under Japan’s commercial law but, in practice,

of shares according to its articles of incorporation.

companies can use their articles of incorporation to

When going public, companies can consult with the

issue shares with different voting rights. Nine classes of

stock exchanges about securing management rights.

shares are allowed, including shares that grant voting

Companies can also implement “poison pills” after

rights on appointment and dismissal of executives,

they have listed, enabling existing shareholders to

shares with transfer restrictions and shares with

counter hostile takeover attempts from hedge funds.

restricted voting rights. Companies can thus design

Thanks to this flexibility in voting rights, companies

diverse share ownership systems in accordance with

like Ford, Broadcom and News Corp exercise votes

their ownneeds. Japan has also introduced a “one

disproportionate to their equity ownership by using

vote per unit share” system to allow different ranks of

dual class shares. The Sulzberger Foundation also owns

voting shares. By designating 10 or 100 outstanding

just 0.6% of the New York Times but exercises 100%

shares as equivalent to a single “unit share,” one vote

voting power (Table 1). Warren Buffet’s Berkshire

is granted to one unit share. In contrast to common

20)	Kim Su-Hyun (2013), “A Critical Examination of the Legal Rationale for ‘One-Share One-Vote Rule’” KERI brief, May 8, Korea Economic Research Institute (in
Korean).
21) The New York Times, ‘Vivendi Chairman Bolloré Wins Battle Over Double Voting Rights’, April 17, 2015.
22) 2004 Founders’ IPO Letter - “An Owner’s Manual” for Google’s Shareholders. (https://investor.google.com/corporate/2004/ipo-founders-letter.html).
23) The New York Times, ‘Vivendi Chairman Bolloré Wins Battle Over Double Voting Rights’, April 17, 2015.
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Table 1. Dual Class Voting Rights at US Companies
Company

Shareholdings

Voting Rights

Largest Shareholder

Google

21.5%

73.3%

Sergey Brin, Larry Page

Comcast

0.3%

24.6%

Brian Robert

Ford Motors

1.9%

40%

Ford family

News Corporation

31%

100%

Murdoch family

Viacom

10%

100%

Summer Redstone

Broadcom

10%

52.6%

Henry Samueli,
Nicholas Family Foundation

Hershey

22.8%

78.6%

MS Hershey Foundation

EcoStar

55.6%

92.6%

Charles Ergen

New York Times

0.6%

100%

Sulzberger Foundation

Source: Kim Su-Hyun (2013).

shares, which grant one vote per share, this kind of unit

current Korean system is, however, very hostile to both

share accounts for 1/10 or 1/100 of a vote. Along with

family management and business grouping. This is a

this, Japan has introduced a “stock warrant” system,

result of widespread prejudice that regards professional

its own version of a poison pill, in an attempt to secure

management and stand-alone companies as the most

additional stability in management control. Bull-Dog

ideal. In reality, however, both family management and

Sauce, a well-known maker of sauce for tonkatsu, a

professional management coexist around the world;

Japanese pork cutlet dish, issued stock warrants upon

likewise business groups and stand-alone companies

a decision at the annual shareholders meeting when it

also coexist. Professional management and stand-alone

was threatened with a takeover from Steel Partners, a

companies can’t be considered as being the norm or as

US hedge fund.24)

generating better performance.

Why does Korea adopt the most rigid systems in

In fact, empirical researches on family businesses

fair trading regulations, management right succession

show that they perform better, on average, than

and corporate voting rights? It seems that it is mainly

professionally managed firms both in terms of revenue

due to the combination of a strong anti-chaebol

and profit growth. According to Miller and Le Breton-

sentiment, utopian views about corporations and a

Miller (2005), the 800 largest US firms in the 1990s

misdirected application of the concept of economic

showed that family-controlled businesses (FCBs) had

democracy to corporate governance. Chaebols are

on average 33% higher returns and 15% faster growth

business organizations where the owner family holds

than non-family-controlled businesses (NFCBs). From

controlling power and manages many companies in

1992 to 2002, FCBs in the S&P 500 saw 23.4% of

a business group. Family management and business

annual revenue growth rate whereas NFCB had 10.8%

grouping are the basic characteristics of chaebols. The

of annual revenue growth rate. Profit growth was

24) Kim Jung-Ho, “Korea Should Introduce Korean Style Poison Pill,” Korea Economic Daily, June 24, 2015.
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Table 2. Financial Performance of FCBs vs. NFCBs
FCBs vs. NFCBs

Sample

FCB annual returns to shareholders 16.6% vs.
S&P 14%.

Family Business Stock Index of 200 largest US FCBs(1975-1995)

ROA 5.4% vs. 4.1%
TSR 15.6% vs. 11.2%
Revenue growth 23.4% vs. 10.8%
Income growth 21.1% vs 12.6%

S&P 500 (1992-2002)

FCBs more 33% more profitable and 15% faster growing than industry
average

Biggest 800 publicly traded firms in US, early 1990s

Higher profitmargins, higher ROE, faster growth in sales and assets

325 large industrial firms in the UK, 1980s

76% TSR for FCBs vs. 9% for NFCBs

Paris Bourse largest 250 firms, 1989-1996

ROE 25.2% vs. 15.8%
ROA 7.6% vs. 6.1%
ROC 18.5% vs. 12.6%
ROS 5.4% vs. 3.6%
FCBs faster revenue growth

47 pairs matched by size and industry of largest 1,000 industrial French
companies, 1982-1992

ROS 8.8% vs. 3.3%
ROE 27% vs 6%

104 family businesses in Spain vs. 4,702 others reported by the Bank of
Spain, 1991

Source: Excerpted from Miller & Breton-Miller (2005), Quoted in Shin (2008).
* As 1/3 of companies listed on the S&P are FCBs and their actual performance is likely to be under-estimated.
TSR: Total shareholder returns, ROS: returns on sales, ROA: returns on assets, ROE: returnson equity, ROC: returns on total capital

22.1% for FCBs and 12.6% for NFCBs. A survey of

the word “chaebol” (originally “zaibatsu” in Japanese),

the 325 largest companies in the UK in the 1980s also

the pre-war zaibatsu were dismantled after World War

found that FCBs outperformed NFCBs with higher

II under the Allied Power’s postwar occupation. As the

profit margins, revenue growth rate and asset growth

Japanese economy recovered after the war, however, the

rate. In France, a study compared 47 paired businesses

former zaibatsu companies regrouped as “keiretsu” and

of similar size and in similar industries among 1,000

they still play a central role in the Japanese economy.

of the country’s largest firms. It found that FCBs had

In Europe, France’s leading fashion brand Louis

a 25.2% returns on equity (ROE) whereas NFCBs had

Vuitton is part of the LVMH Group. L’Oreal, the

a 15.8% ROE. FCBs also outperformed in terms of

world’s largest cosmetics firm, is both a group and a

revenue growth (See Table

2).25)

family run business. Fiat Group is Italy’s largest private

When comparing independent companies versus

business organization. In Germany, business activities

business groups, even a cursory glance shows that

often take place in close relations around universal

businesses managed under groups are more universal

banks, which provide equity investment in companies

among successful companies. A disproportionate

and dispatch directors to them. Deutsche Bank has

number of leading companies in Japan, France, Italy,

been nicknamed the “ruler of German industry”

China, India, Malaysia, Singapore, Brazil and Mexico

due to its equity-relations with industrial companies.

are part of business groups. In Japan, the birthplace of

Germany also has large business groups that are not

25) Shin Jang-Sup (2008), Paradigm Shift for the Korean Economy, Cheongrim (in Korean) Miller and Le Breton-Miller (2005), Managing for the Long Run: Lessons
in Competitive Advantage from Great Family Businesses, Harvard Business School Press.
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controlled by banks, including Siemens, AEG, and

in its third generation of leadership, Votorantim was

Bosch. In the US, various business combinations

selected by the International Institute of Management

(including “konzerns” and “trusts”) prevailed during

Development (IMD) in Switzerland as the world’s best

its period of rapid economic growth.

family-run business in 2005.

Business grouping is a much more prevalent feature

Despite the fact that research on business groups

in emerging markets. China’s largest enterprise is the

and family business is abundant in the economic

CITIC Group. Lenovo, which acquired IBM’s PC

development, management and sociological literature,

business, is also organized as a group. Li Ka-shing,

policy-makers and academics in Korea have tended to

Hong Kong’s richest man, is the Chairman of Cheung

ignore or discount this body of international research.

Kong Group. Even Taiwan, well known for its small

Instead, Koreans’ view on the chaebol has strengthened

and medium sized businesses, has sizable business

into an orthodoxy where professional management and

groups. Wang Yung-ching, Taiwan’s richest man, is

independent companies represent the ideal standard,

the Chairman of Formosa Plastics Group. Terry Gou,

while chaebols are “aberrations” from that standard.

Taiwan’s second richest man, is Chairman of Foxconn

As a result, rather than receiving a comprehensive

Technology Group. Taiwan’s conglomerates, referred

evaluation of their strengths and weaknesses, the

to as guanxi qiye are increasing their role in the

existence of the chaebol itself has been treated as a

nation’s economy. In Indonesia, the Salim Group and

problem of Korean society. Chaebol are routinely

Lippo Group furnish the core of the nation’s economic

described with negative expressions like “emperor

activity. The Renong Group in Malaysia, and the Ayala

management” and “octopus-like expansion,” and as

Group in the Philippines are other examples of leading

targets to “overthrow” or “reform.”

conglomerates in the region. Dhirubhai Ambani, who

It seems a misdirected application of “economic

was at one time the world’s wealthiest man, is the

democracy” to corporate governance has had a major

largest shareholder in the Reliance Group of India, a

effect on this process of rigidification of chaebol

business with interests in petroleum, power and gas.

policies. It is difficult to find any literature that explains

Other global business groups in India include Tata

what economic democracy means for governing

Group and Mittal Group.

corporations. In chaebol policies, however, economic

Carlos Slim, also once the world’s richest man, runs

democracy has been used to import the “one man, one

Grupo Carso of Mexico, which includes América

vote” principle of political democracy directly into the

Móvil, South America’s largest mobile communications

corporation. Korea’s Fair Trade Commission has thus

f irm, as well as Telmex and Telcel in Mexico.

publicly disclosed the equity structure of chaebols,

The group also has interests in finance, airlines,

and emphasized that the chaebol families controlled

department stores, restaurants, records, automobiles

the business with less than 5% of equity ownership.

and parts, construction materials and oil refining,

In the same context, Professor Jang Ha-Sung of Korea

with 200 affiliates operating in nearly every industry.

University, a leading advocate of chaebol reforms,

Votorantim Group of Brazil started life in the cement

stated, “The chaebol families have only a small amount

business and has since diversified into construction,

of equity, while minority shareholders have the absolute

construction materials, mining, farm products, paper,

majority. The chaebol families use cross shareholdings

chemicals, energy, electric power, and finance. Now

between affiliates to continue a system of ‘rule without
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ownership.’ … In fact, minority shareholders are

would have to be completely overhauled.

the real owners even though they have little say in

In fact, corporations are not based on “one-person

management, as they possess the absolute majority of

one-vote system”. They do not bestow equal rights to

equity.”26)

every natural person. Instead, they are basically based

How does economic democracy fit in with this? Let

on “one-share one-vote system”, bestowing equal

us assume that in a typical chaebol affiliate, the owner

rights to their shareholders as a general principle. As

family’s equity would be 5%, other affiliates’ equity

discussed previously, there are many cases where this

would be 45%, and minority shareholders’ equity

principle does not apply due to different classes of

would be 50%. Advocates of economic democracy

voting rights for different kinds of shares. Furthermore,

claim that cross shareholdings between affiliates should

the word “shareholders” include not only individuals

be excluded from determinations of ownership rights

(natural persons) but also corporations (legal persons).

because they are held “purely” by corporations, not

Advocates of economic democratization in business

by people. In this logic, the 45% of equity held by

thus deny the fundamental foundation of the joint

affiliates of business groups then becomes “fictitious”

stock companies and commercial law.

capital. If one excludes this “fictitious” capital from

Advocates of economic democracy tend to treat

ownership rights as per Jang’s statement, the 50%

“minority shareholders” as if they are homogeneous

held by minority shareholders constitutes an absolute

entities. However, they are in fact extremely

majority, making them owners, while the owner

heterogeneous. They include activist hedge funds

families “rule without ownership” with only 5% of

like Elliott, as well as institutional investors like the

total equity.

National Pension Service. Corporations like KCC

This claim holds that only shares held by individuals

acquire shares for the purpose of pure financial

(i.e. “natural persons”) are legitimate, while shares held

investment. Of course, minority shareholders include

by corporations (i.e. “legal persons”) are illegitimate.

individual retail investors. But it should be reminded

This thinking can be termed as “reductionism of

that, among those retail investors, one can easily find

corporate rights to natural persons”. If corporate

some who are “super rich”. These people are mostly not

shareholdings were not recognized as legitimate,

as weak or disadvantaged as the term “minority” would

however, corporations would face serious problems

suggest politically.

in doing their business. Companies and banks would

Moreover, if the logic of economic democracy is to

not be able to invest because every investment requires

be applied to cross shareholding of group affiliates, the

determining which natural persons ultimately owns

same logic should be applied to minority shareholders.

the money for the investment, how many shares of

In other words, shareholdings by “pure” institutional

the invested assets are ultimately owned by those

investors should be considered as “fictitious capital”

individuals and so on, which are impossible to

and they should be determined by the ultimate

determine in practice. No holding companies could

holdings by natural persons. Unfortunately no method

exist. The whole legal basis of the joint stock companies

exists to assess the “pure” equity for each and every

26) Shin Jang-Sup (2008), p. 288.
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individual that has entrusted capital to an institutional

peace. We are not free from conflict of interests among

investor. Moreover, institutional investors usually

different entities. Park Hyeon-Joo, the president of

invest more than their principal by employing various

Mirae Asset, pointed out different interests between

financial techniques. If ownership rights are reverted

domestic and foreign institutional investors in that

to individuals, a company’s management rights would

context (Section 4). In this situation, Korea’s public

fluctuate like a rubber band in line with the varying

policies, especially those on chaebols, should be

level of leverages institutional investors employ. This is

recalibrated to reflect the real national interest while

why commercial laws recognize ownership rights for

helping the country prosper as a member of the

both natural and legal persons. Whether using their

global society. For this purpose, it seems necessary

own money, debts or cross shareholdings, individuals

to introduce some measures to defend management

or corporations holding shares in a particular company

right of corporations at least up to the extent that

are treated as equal shareholders. No democratic

advanced countries are actually practicing. Even the

society guarantees special ownership for individuals

US, a country that Korea’s reformists often wanted

in their commercial laws. Instead, shareholder rights

to emulate, allows dual class shares or poison pills in

are allotted in proportion with the share holdings.

order to allow companies to defend against speculative

Economic democracy applied to corporate governance

attack and stabilize management control.

in Korea thus inevitably clashes with the fundamental
concepts of commercial law.

So far, “share buybacks” have been the only option
available to domestic firms, depending solely on which
is detrimental to increasing corporate investment and
also not really an effective measure for the defense.

7. Conclusions

Although it may take some time to introduce measures
like dual class shares, poison pills can be deployed

After the Asian currency crisis in 1997, Korea

immediately if the government feels it imperative. The

underwent radical financial and corporate reforms in

government should also seriously consider introducing

its zeal to introduce the supposed “global standards”.

longer-term measures like dual class shares by which

Such “global standards,” however, were often ideal

longer-term investors have more say over shorter-

guidelines taken from international organizations and

term investors. This would also encourage long-term

not actual practices followed in advanced countries.

investments by institutional investors.

As a result, the reforms were overdone. The current

Regulatory policies on chaebols also need overhaul.

dispute between Elliott and Samsung demonstrates

Since Korea’s regulations on management succession

actual consequences of the reforms. Activist hedge

and business grouping were excessive, managers

funds are now almost completely free to pursue their

deployed various strategies to evade restrictions,

interest in the Korean financial market whereas

prompting the government to introduce even tighter

Korean corporations lost most of their defenses against

regulations. This is one of the reasons why businesses

speculative attacks. It is time to seriously ask who

and government regulations have become increasingly

actually benefited from those reforms.

distorted in Korea. Regulators in Korea need to break

Despite the fact that we currently live in a globalized

away from their utopian views about business, and

world, it is never a world of complete harmony or

comprehensively examine how companies in other part
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of the world actually operate and are regulated, as well

empirical ground that getting rid of them is good

as how flexible they can be.

for the economy. On the contrary, family businesses

One immediate area to apply realistic and flexible

tended to perform better than non-family businesses

approachesis regulations on business succession. The

because they normally manage for the long run (Section

most desirable option to break the current impasse

6). The Korean government cannot but choose from

would be to make it possible for companies to inherit

the three options available to it: (1) Making family

management rights through establishing public

businesses die away by instituting the current system,

foundations, as commonly done in most advanced

(2) Lowering inheritance tax rate significantly, and

countries. The current system instituted in Korea is

(3) Allowing business succession through establishing

the one that effectively tolls the death knell for all

public foundations. It seems the last option is most

the family businesses. But there is no theoretical and

feasible.
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